
Learning Scenario
You have been meaning to find an economic way to discover France and your friends have WWOOFed in other countries,  you put them both together and decided to WWOOF in 
France or another Francophone country. You want to make sure you are as prepared as possible for this journey, in order to do so, you must research as much as you can about 
WWOOFing, pick your trop three locations, plan a budget,  and prepare for everything that comes along with a trip of this length and distance. You should plan to be WWOOFing 
for at least 2 months. 

Verbal-Linguistic
1. Find books/websites on your top 3 locations 
2. keep a diary on your travels-turn in at least 4 

journal entries, one pre trip, and 3 what you 
imagine it will be like 

3. what are the linguistic differences that are used 
in different francophone countries/regions. Are 
there noticeable accents? Customs? Can you find 
youtube clips or some other media form

4. Present your top three choices, and in a 5 minute 
speech, persuade the class to pick your 
destination as a WWOOFing location

5. All the research from French websites counts as 
verbal-linguistic 

6. Read the descriptions for the French farms on the 
WWOOFing website. 

Bodily-Kinesthetic
1. Cooking a typical dish : research recipes from 

one of the three regions, cook it, and document 
it-take pictures, notes while cooking, make a 
video, you can bring it in to the class for extra 
credit. 

2. Role play a dialogue between you and someone 
at the airport (customs, security guard, taxi 
driver). 

3. Research and try some of the local foods that are 
from the region where you will be. 

Intrapersonal
1. Quick-write in class about 
2. Think about how this experience will/won’t 

change you.
3. Set a goal on what you hope to gain from this 

experience. 

Logical- Mathematical
1. What is the currency conversion?
2. Create a budget.
3. Figure out how much you will need for your trip, 

and a total amount you can spend on each thing: 
extra food, souvenirs, hostels when traveling, 
phone?

4. Make an excel spreadsheet with the details of 
your budget and planned expenses converted 
from USD to €. 

5. How would you set up a bank account wherever 
you were going? 

Musical –Rhythmic
1. Playlist, find local music
2. Find local music events that will be happening 

while you are in the country

Achievement Assessment: this is how you monitor 
student learning
Student learning is monitored through the 
assignments, informal assessments throughout the 
lessons, presentations, group discussions, class 
debates, extra credit presented.

Visual-Spatial
1. Look at the map of WWOOFing locations in 

France. 
2. Take a virtual tour of the regions you might be 

living in on google earth, what stands out? What 
can you see clearly? 

3. What do you expect to see when you get there?
4. Find a movie/youtube clips that were filmed in 

that region. 
5. Take a pictures for your bilingual brochure/travel 

cards. 
6. Look at maps of the surrounding areas. 

Interpersonal
1. Play games to practice traveling vocabulary
2. Bilingual brochure/travel cards 
3. Create a Facebook page, blog, wiggio (some 

form of social networking page) in French for 
people going to that specific farm.

Performance Assessment
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Performance 
Assessment

1. Performance is assessed 
periodically throughout informal  

comprehension checking 
questions

2. The students produce tangible 
products that facilitate assessment

Learning Scenario
You have been meaning to find an economic way to discover France and your 

friends have WWOOFed in other countries, you put them both together and decided to WWOOF 
in France or another Francophone country. You want to make sure you are as prepared as possible for 
this journey, in order to do so, you must research as much as you can about WWOOFing, pick your 

trop three locations, plan a budget, and prepare for everything that comes along with a trip 
of this length and distance. You should plan to be WWOOFing for at least 2 

months.

Visual-Spatial1.L o o k a t t h e m a p o f 
WWOOFing locations in France. 

2.Take a virtual tour of the regions you 
might be living in on google earth, what 
stands out? What can you see clearly? 

3. What do you expect to see when you get 
there?4. Find a movie/youtube clips that were filmed 

in that region. 5.Take a pictures for your bilingual 
brochure/travel cards. 6.Look at maps of the surrounding 

areas. 

Achievement 

Assessment: this is how you 

monitor student learning

1.Student learning is monitored through 

the assignments, informal assessments 

throughout the lessons, presentations, group 

discussions, class debates, extra credit 

presented.

2. All the research from French websites 

counts as verbal-linguistic.

Interpersonal
1.P l a y g a m e s t o 

p r a c t i c e t r a v e l i n g 
vocabulary.

2. Create bilingual brochure/
travel cards with a group of 
students traveling to similar 
regions. 

3. Create a Facebook page, blog, 
Wiggio (some form of social 
networking page) in French 
for people going to that 

specific farm.

Logical- 
Mathematical

1. What is the currency conversion?
2. Create a budget.

3. Figure out how much you will need for your 
trip, and a total amount you can spend on each 

thing: extra food, souvenirs, hostels when 
traveling, phone?

4. Make an excel spreadsheet with the details of 
your budget and planned expenses converted 

from USD to €. 
5. How would you set up a bank 

account wherever you were 
going? 

Musical –Rhythmic1.Playlist, find local music from your studied region. 2.Find local music events that will be happening while you are in the country.3. Research and learn some local dance, or musical history.4. Create a playlist mixing music that reminds you of your Francophone destination and music from that country. 
5. Upload to 8tracks.com, Spotify, iTunes, SoundCloud, or any other media sharing network. 

Intrapersonal
1.Quick-write in class 

about your top choices and why 
you chose them. 

2.Think about how this experience will/
won’t change you.

3. Set a goal on what you hope to gain from 
this experience. 

Verbal-Linguistic
1.Find books/websites on your top 3 

locations. 
2.Keep a diary on your travels-turn in at least 4 journal 

entries, one pre trip, and 3 what you imagine it will be like 

3. What are the linguistic differences that are used in different 

francophone countries/regions. Are there noticeable accents? 

Customs? Can you find youtube clips or some other media 

form. 
4.Present your top three choices, and in a 5 minute speech, 

persuade the class to pick your destination as a 

WWOOFing location.
5.Read the descriptions for the French farms 

on the WWOOFing website. 

Bodily-Kinesthetic
1.Cooking a typical dish : 

research recipes from one of the 
three regions, cook it, and document it-
take pictures, notes while cooking, make 
a video, you can bring it in to the class for 
extra credit. 

2. Role play a dialogue between you and 
someone at the airport (customs, security 
guard, taxi driver). 
3.Research and try some of the local 

foods that are from the region 
where you will be. 



sources:
http://www.studentuniverse.com/: plan at least 
$1,500.00 for the plane ticket 
http://www.wwoof.fr/eng/index.htm : WWOOF 
France
http://www.wwoof.fr/Preview/wregion.php?
w_region=24 : Dordogne farms 
http://www.wwoof.fr/Preview/wdisplay.php : 
map of all farms              
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